A MATLAB-based software tool, called the Solar Sail Control Toolbox, has been developed for solar sail analysis, design and simulation. The toolbox includes functions for multibody dynamic modeling, attitude control systems design, thrust vector control design, orbit analysis, solar sail mission analysis, thermal analysis and power subsystem analysis. Sailcraft models can be created, analyzed and simulated in the toolbox without the need to deal with any other software tools. This paper demonstrates the toolbox by showing how a gossamer sailcraft with a moving mass actuator and spreader bar control system is modeled and simulated. The toolbox couples attitude and orbit dynamics into the same simulations. The user can choose from several different attitude dynamics models, including specially developed multibody models for the moving mass and gimbaled boom control systems, and from several orbit models including point mass, n-body and non-spherical earth. The moving mass, gimbaled boom, and non-spherical earth dynamics are developed in this paper. The moving mass model permits any number of moving masses that are constrained to have one degree of translational freedom. The gimbaled boom model includes two bodies with one two degree-of-freedom hinge following Hooker's formulation. The interconnected rigid bodies have joints which allow only rotational motion. Both methods explicitly eliminate constrained degrees of freedom. The non-spherical Earth gravitational model employs the recursive non-singular (except r = 0) method of Mueller and Gottlieb. A disturbance modeling package is included which can be used independently or integrated with the solar sail simulations. Environmental disturbances are: optical disturbances including solar pressure radiation, earth albedo and earth radiation; magnetic and radio-frequency torques; thermal; and aerodynamics. This paper includes the mathematical formulations of the disturbances. It is also possible to include user models of components and disturbances, such as sail membrane models with center of pressure/center of mass offsets. Spacecraft models are created using a graphical computer-aided design package that is included in the toolbox. The component information defined in the CAD package is used to generate mass properties and for all disturbance calculations. Component-level data includes optical and thermal properties for the surfaces; mass, center-of-mass, and inertia; and magnetic dipoles, RF sources, etc. Additional information can also be stored with each component so that the CAD file serves as a database for all spacecraft model data. Simulations are script-based. Controllers are implemented digitally and are not part of the simulation right-hand-side.
I. Introduction
The Solar Sail Control Toolbox (SSCT) is a derivative of the Princeton Satellite Systems' Spacecraft Control Toolbox (SCT) that has been commercially available since 1995. SCT is composed of the following modules:
• Core: Orbit and attitude dynamics, computer-aided modeling, sensor and actuators • AGN&C: MATLAB implementation of an autonomous GN&C system SSCT is based on functions from several of these modules with the addition of numerous solar sail specific functions and scripts. SSCT is self-contained and only requires basic MATLAB 5.2 or later. It has a number of interactive Graphical User Interfaces but the core simulation is based on a MATLAB script. Simulink is not used in SSCT. SSCT includes all source code and no dlls or p-code are used. All functions follow a consistent format, have many comments, and can be easily customized by the user. The following sections give more detail about SSCT. An example which implements a moving mass solar sail control system is presented with simulation results. Spacecraft are designed in the CAD script. The spacecraft CAD data is stored in a data structure which can be saved to a .mat file (a MATLAB binary file) for use elsewhere. This model can be used directly by the disturbance analysis, power analysis or thermal analysis GUIs or loaded into a simulation script.
II. SSCT Toolbox Overview
The simulation script is a standard MATLAB script. MATLAB's ode113, a variable order, variable step size integrator, is used to propagate the kinematical and dynamical equations. The standard right-hand-side function, FSolarSail.m, is called by ode113. FSolarSail can be configured to use a selected disturbance model, attitude dynamics model and orbital dynamics model. The controller is called from the simulation script.
Numerous other analysis functions are available as part of the toolbox.
The attitude dynamics models available are MovingMass models a rigid core with any number of moving masses each with one degree-of-translational freedom. TwoBodyTwoHinge models a gimbaled boom with two rotational degrees of freedom. This model employs the derivation of. 6 Only one gimbaled boom can be attached to the core. NoAttitude is for situations when you don't want attitude dynamics. This is particularly useful for long simulations where the emphasis is on the orbital dynamics.
III. Dynamical Models
This section presents some of the dynamical models used by SSCT toolbox functions, including a nonspherical earth in section A on page 4, the gimballed boom in section B on page 4, the moving mass model in section C on page 5, and all of the disturbance models in section D on page 6. 
A. Gravity Model
The high-fidelity earth gravity model is based on a spherical harmonic expansion of the earth's gravitational potential and perturbative accelerations of the moon and sun. The gravitational potential is
The gravitational force is found by taken the partial derivative of V with respect to the position vector.
The gravitational forces are found recursively
The starting conditions areĈ
and
The perturbation equations, used to add third-body effects such as the sun and moon, are based on Battin's formulation.
where µ is the gravitational parameter for the sun or moon, r is the vector to the solar sail from the central body and ρ is the vector to the sun or moon.
B. Two Body Model
This model is developed specifically for a two-body chain with a single two-degree of freedom joint. This allows the fastest possible simulations.
Hooker 6 begins with the equations of motion for each body, including the constraint torques at each joint. A solvable system of equations is obtained by first summing all the body equations to form one equation, which elimates these constraint torques. Second, we sum the body equations for each hinge outward, resulting in n − 1 equations each with the constraint torque of the innermost hinge. This derivation is somewhat lengthy and is given in the Appendix.
The sail is grouped into two bodies. The sail is considered the core body, and the gimballed boom the attached body. The vectors from the center of mass of each body to its joints are denoted by L.
The resulting matrix equation for the dynamics is Φ are generalized inertia matrices, g are the unit vectors of the gimbals, B is the transformation matrix from the gimbal frame to the core frame, ω 0 are the core body rates, and E contains the effects of external forces and torques and the multibody dynamics.
C. Moving Mass Model
The moving geometry is illustrated in Figure 3 . This figure shows a single moving mass. Each mass has a single translational degree of freedom. r goes from the origin to the mass. X is from the inertial origin to the spacecraft center-of-mass (which may move.) d goes from the spacecraft center-of-mass to the moveable mass. The mass may only move along the unit vector u which is fixed in the core body frame. The total angular momentum of the vehicle is
where I 0 is the inertia about the center-of-mass of the core.
where A transforms into from the core to the inertial frame and
where
and ρ k is a scalar. The center-of-mass c is
where M is the total vehicle mass. We can then express d as
We can expand the angular momentum equation as
The dynamical equation for the core is found by taking the derivative of this equation.
where h, the momentum in the core frame, is
The inertial position of each mass is
The velocity isṘ
The acceleration isR
The dynamical equation for each moving mass k is
where f k is a scalar force on mass k and f is a vector force on the core. Thed k contains derivatives of all of the moving mass positions but these coupling terms are constants.
D. Disturbance Model
Disturbances on a spacecraft in earth orbit are
• Solar pressure force and torque
• Earth radiation force and torque
• Earth albedo force and torque
• Aerodynamic force and torque
• Gravity gradient torque
• Thermal emission force and torque
• Magnetic torque
• Radio frequency emission force and torque
• Outgassing force and torque
This list only includes disturbances not caused by actuators on the spacecraft.
Solar pressure
Solar pressure is the dominant disturbance on a spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit and important in any orbit. Solar pressure is due to the force of photons on the surfaces of the spacecraft. A photon striking a surface can do one of four things: it can be absorbed, it can reflect specularly (meaning at the same angle with respect to the surface normal that it hit), it can reflect diffusely (meaning at any angle), or it can pass through the surface as shown in Figure 4 . Photons that are absorbed must either be transferred somewhere else (through heat conduction or as electricity in the case of a solar array) or be reemitted locally. If the latter happens, the photon must be lumped in with the diffusely reemitted photons. In terms of fractions of the incoming photons, the following is true
where ρ stands for the fraction of photons that are absorbed, specularly reflected, diffusely reflected or transmitted. The solar pressure force is
where u s is the sun vector, u n is the unit normal to the surface, A is the area of the surface and p is the solar flux in N/m 2 .
Earth radiation and albedo
Optical disturbances includes albedo and radiation. The albedo has roughly the same spectrum as the sunlight so the optical coefficients are the same. The spectrum for the earth is shown in the left-hand side of Figure 5 on the next page. Albedo forces and torques are due to the reflection of sunlight off of the surface and clouds of the earth. Because the earth cannot be treated as a point source (as can the sun) and the reflectivity varies over the surface, albedo is difficult to model accurately . 1 The simplest model is to assume that reflection from the earth's surface and from clouds is diffuse . 7 The flux from the total reflectance can them be computed by integrating over the surface of the earth. The earth's surface is modeled as a Lambertian reflector as shown in the right-hand side of Figure 5 on the following page. The first step is to partition the earth with a cloud map into triangles with each triangle being assigned a diffuse reflection coefficient. This is illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 6 . A portion of the radiation reflected from the earth or clouds intersects the surfaces of the spacecraft as shown in the right-hand side of If the spacecraft is more than 5 times the distance from the surface as the dimensions of the surface, then the following equation can be used to model the flux
where α is the absorption coefficient for the thermal flux, P is the solar flux, A is the area of the surface patch and cos θ i is the angle between the normal of the surface patch and the incoming flux and cos θ j is the angle between the normal of the spacecraft patch and the incoming radiation. For a spacecraft in a 200 km orbit this would mean that the triangles representing the surface of the earth could be not more than 40 km across. This requires active subdivision of the earth's surface so that only the triangles under the spacecraft are tessellated. This is done using repeated tessellation of an icosahedron. An example is shown in Figure 7 on the next page. The α coefficient varies with each patch and may represent ice, water, vegetation, clouds, etc. The spot under the spacecraft subdivided into smaller triangles. The size of the triangles decreases with angular distance from the spacecraft vector. 
Aerodynamic disturbances
Aerodynamic disturbances are due to the interaction between a planetary atmosphere and a spacecraft surface. The simplest model is a pure drag model. More complex models treat the flow as a free molecular flow in which there is little interaction between the atmospheric molecules as there is in the lower atmosphere. The atmospheric density is a function of the distance from the surface of the earth and the angle between the vehicle and the sun. In addition, it is a function of the solar activity. Figure 8 on the following page shows the density as a function of altitude. Three different models are shown in the plot. The exponential model is based on a simple physical model of the atmosphere and is accurate only at low altitudes. The scale height model is based on the standard atmosphere and is accurate up to 1000 km, if the effect of the sun is ignored. The J70 model includes the effect of the sun and also the effect of solar weather on the earth's atmosphere. The variation of the density with the angle from the sun is shown in the right-hand side of Figure 8 on the next page.
The simplest aerodynamic model is the pure drag model
where C D is the drag coefficient with ranges from 2 to 4. v is the velocity vector and ρ is the atmospheric density. With this equation the force is opposite the direction of the velocity vector. This model assumes that the incoming particle is either reflected directly backwards or absorbed by the surface. If it is reflected backwards C D is 4. If it is absorbed, C D is 2. A is the projected area. If the flow is tangential to the surface, the drag is zero. A more accurate model, also available in the toolbox, is to use surface accommodation coefficients. The force is along the surface normal and is
The coefficient is the same as for diffuse reflection. This force must be added to the optical force for all surfaces. It is important not to double account for thermal emissions. The normal optical/albedo/earth radiation forces are caused by reflection or absorption from the surface. When a surface is in thermal equilibrium as many photons are absorbed as are emitted. Thus in equilibrium, for a surface that is exposed to solar/albedo/radiation flux the surface need only be modeled as having no absorption and adding the absorption coefficient to the diffuse coefficient. For surfaces that are not illuminated, the above equation holds. Note however, that the temperature of the surface needs to be calculated and eventually will go to zero, if there is not another (internal) source of heat. For example, radiators maintain a relatively constant temperature and can be modeled as constant temperature surfaces.
Magnetic disturbance
The magnetic torque is caused by the interaction of currents on the spacecraft and the earth's magnetic field. The currents are represented by the dipole moment of the spacecraft which is generally caused by current loops or be the residual dipole of magnetic components. The magnetic torque is
where m is the dipole moment in AT M 2 (Amp-Turn-Meters Squared) and B is the magnetic field in Tesla. Spacecraft designers generally take great care not to have any current loops on the spacecraft. The earth's magnetic field in its simplest form can be considered a tilted dipole with the dipole aligned with the north/south magnetic poles. For many applications it is modeled as a spherical harmonic expansion with time varying coefficients. If the spacecraft is in a high enough orbit, the influence of the sun must be considered. In the latter case the magnetic field will vary with respect to the angle between the spacecraft orbital position and solar noon. Solar activity can also cause anomalies in the earth's magnetic field thus changing the direction and magnitude of the magnetic field.
IV. Building the Solar Sail Model
A. Introduction CAD models are used in PSS' toolboxes as a database for storing a variety of physical information. This information is then used for disturbances calculations, power and thermal system analyses, and dynamics modeling. Each component has a physical shape, mass, inertia, and center-of-mass; optical and thermal properties; power level; radio frequency and magnetic information; and fields for user-defined data. Disturbances which are area-dependent are calculated using each triangle of the component's mesh. Mass properties for the vehicle and its dynamical bodies are calculated from the components.
BuildCADModel is a script based function for creating spacecraft models. You write a MATLAB script with calls to BuildCADModel and it assembles your model and allows you to view your model in several different ways. All model building is done in the script. This way it is easy to write loops to add components, etc. Parameters for components and their locations and orientations can be determined algorithmically. For example, if you wanted to add 12 thrusters to a spacecraft you could write a loop. Inside the loop you could compute position vectors, thrust vectors, etc. The process for building a CAD model is
• Define general spacecraft properties
• Create bodies
• Create components and assign them to bodies
• View with BuildCADModel 
B. CAD Model Initialization
The following code sets spacecraft properties:
BuildCADModel( 'initialize' ); BuildCADModel( 'set name' , 'ABLESolarSail'); BuildCADModel( 'set units', 'mks' ); BuildCADModel( 'set mass', mass );
BuildCADModel will automatically initialize itself if you do not initialize it. Except for setting the name, the other calls are optional. You can set the mass properties using the set mass action or allow BuildCADModel to compute the mass from the component mass properties. This requires that you include all components to get an accurate mass. The input to mass is the mass data structure which can be assembled using, for example, You can also initialize the orbital position and attitude quaternion for immediate viewing in the space view. MassStructure returns a data structure with the mass, inertia and center-of-mass. When 'initialize' is sent to BuildCADModel, the GUI appears. This mass structure is used throughout the toolbox. The function AddMass is available to add mass data structures. 
C. Creating Bodies
The next step is to define the bodies. There is always at least one body in a spacecraft. The first body is always defined as the core. The first input to CreateBody is the action make and the second is the 'name'. The remainder are parameter/value pairs. The bHinge data structure defines the hinge. In this case the hinge is about the 2 axis in the frame defined by the b matrix, which rotates from the hinge axis frame to the core frame. This matrix is fixed to the core frame. The parameter previousBody points to the previous body in the chain. In this case it is the core. rHinge is the vector from the core reference to the hinge.
You must define bodies before defining components.
D. Creating Components
The function CreateComponent works in a similar fashion to CreateBody. The following code listing gives an example of creating the moving mass components, which are just cylinders. The first input is the action, the second is the component name. The remainder are parameter/value pairs. All such inputs are optional and many depend on the type of component. The inputs are in any order. You can add components in any order. If you do not enter properties, generic properties are used.
E. Subsystems
You can group components into subsystems using calls as shown in the following listing.
Listing 7. Create subsystems
BuildCADModel( 'add subsystem', 'propulsion', {'ppt', 'thruster'} ); BuildCADModel( 'add subsystem', 'tt&c', {'C&DH', 'omni', 'signal','processor'} ); BuildCADModel( 'add subsystem', 'mechanism', {'drive'} );
BuildCADModel searches for components with names that include the terms in the curly brackets. Matching names are included in a subsystem. Components can be included in more than one subsystem if desired. Subsystems are not required.
F. Viewing the CAD Model
When the CAD script is done, execute the script and the GUI shown in Figure 9 will appear. In the component view you can look at each component individually. In the body view you can look at aggregate properties for the bodies. In the vehicle view you can look at aggregate properties for the entire vehicle. You can also look at 3D views of the vehicle and a 2D view of all components. Figure 10 on the next page shows the complete sail model. Figure 11 on page 15 shows the core. The moving masses are in red. One face of the core is covered with solar cells. The sail cable spools are gold and the internal structure is gray. The outer panels on the core are not shown in this 3D view. This view was created by individually selecting components in add mode. You can also subtract components starting from a complete view of the spacecraft. Additional models for core components include items such as reaction wheels, magnetometers and magnetic torquers, and batteries. Disturbances that are a function of the surface geometry are computed for each triangle that makes up the component meshes. Shadowing and shading can be used but is usually not necessary for solar sail spacecraft. Only components that are not declared"inside" in the CAD model are included in solar pressure, albedo pressure, planetary radiation pressure and aerodynamic force and torque calculations. The model also includes gravity gradient and magnetic disturbances. Aerodynamic disturbances can use a simple drag model or more complex aerodynamic surface accommodation coefficient model. Earth albedo can also employ a simple constant albedo model or a model based on texture maps of the earth with the albedo a function of the terrain and clouds that a spacecraft sees. This model assumes diffuse reflection of sunlight from the earth and clouds, a good approximation except in the case of perfectly flat bodies of water.
A GUI is provided for interactive disturbance analyses. The user can enter the orbit, attitude profile, spreader bar and gimbal rotations, the time and CAD model to generate a disturbance profile. The GUI outputs force and torque Fourier coefficients along with plots of the disturbances.
Animation is provided. This is helpful in verifying the orientation and orbit of the spacecraft and in determining lighting on the spacecraft. Figure 13 on page 16 shows the spacecraft in two orbital positions. Animation does slow the analysis down slightly.
Data generated by the function is plotted automatically, but can also be saved for future use. 
VI. Creating a Simulation
The following are excerpts from the script SunSynchMovingMass.m. The first listing shows the initialization of FSolarSail.m. FSolarSail.m contains the right-hand-side of the dynamical equations and is called by ode113.m. In this simulation a full gravity model is loaded but only the first term is used in the orbit model. %----------------------------------------- In the next listing we create a controller. Controller design code can be conveniently placed in the same file as the simulation. Alternatively a control design script can be created and the parameters saved in a mat file. This controller is a simple proportional derivative controllers without the many refinements, such as filters and limiters, required for a complete control system design. This particular design uses the delta form of the discrete time equations The last listing shows the simulation loop. The controller is put into a single function that generates the moving mass and spreader bar commands. This controller has inner loops controlling the mass and spreader bars and outer loops that generate torque commands from measurements of the attitude. ode113 is used to propagate the state equations. Note that the controller is implemented digitally and is not part of the state. The Julian Date is used by ephemeris routines.
Listing 10. Run the simulation 
VII. Simulation Example
Another simulation script was written to verify a nonlinear PID controller for the moving mass/spreader bar control system. 8 It is very similar to SunSynchMovingMass, but with different control initialization and implementation code. The results for a sample maneuver are shown in Figure 15 on the following page, Figure 16 on page 20, and Figure 14 on the following page. The left-hand side of Figure 15 on the next page shows the commanded and actual mass positions. The right-hand side shows the forces commanded on the moving mass and the resulting rates. An inner loop controls the masses to their commanded positions. This inner loop is designed using the SSCT function PDDesign. The roll spreader bar actuators have a simple dynamic delay, while a multibody model is used for the moving mass dynamics. This simulation uses the full disturbance model and a point mass orbit model. The sail has no center of pressure/center of mass offset.
The maneuver simulated is a 25 degree yaw tacking maneuver, bringing the sail from an orbit raising attitude to the full sun-on position (roll and pitch angles of 0 deg from LVLH, yaw angle of -90 deg). This demonstrates basic Thrust Vector Control (TVC). The default orbit is a dawn-dusk sun-synchronous (DDSS) sail validation orbit.
It is useful to see the forces and torque generated in this orbit separately from the control simulation. The disturbance model can be called from a script for this purpose. Example plots shown in Figure 17 on page 20 include the force on the sail, in the LVLH frame, and the torques. The torques are shown for a fixed roll spreader bar angle of 10 degrees; the coupling between the desired torque, in the x direction, and the other directions due to the 3-axis sun vector can be seen. This torque dominates the other disturbance torques which are on the order of 1 µNm. The unit sun vector itself is shown in Figure 18 on page 21. For this example, the sail attitude followed a profile of the optimal yaw angle, or the best angle to the sun at each point in the orbit. This profile is shown with the sun unit vector. The disturbance analysis GUI can also generate Fourier harmonics for the calculated disturbances.
VIII. Other Tools
One example of an analysis tool is for thermal analysis. This tool as a graphical user interface that is similar to the disturbance analysis tool. The user can select the orbit and attitude profile along with the epoch and determine the temperature of all components. The solar, albedo and radiation models are the same as those used for disturbance analysis.
If an internal radiation and conduction model is input the tool will compute all temperatures of the components. If no model is entered it computes the surface temperatures assuming thermal equilibrium Figure 19 shows the results of a thermal simulation. Tools are available for designing control laws, doing power analysis and many other functions related to solar sail design.
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IX. Summary
This paper provides and overview of the Solar Sail Control Toolbox. As of the writing of this paper the toolbox was in release 1.0α5. The toolbox provides a wide range of analysis, design and simulation tools to support development of solar sails. Spacecraft models can be created, analyzed and simulated in the toolbox without the need to deal with any other software tools.
Appendix: Two Body Model
This model is developed specifically for a two-body chain with a single two-degree of freedom joint. This allows the fastest possible simulations. One note on notation is that the reference used tensor notation. This can look ambiguous next to vector dot products and cross products; this tensor multiplication is equivalent to the following skew notation:
Formulating a 3 vector r as a 3x3 skew matrix r × results in a matrix multiplication. Also, multiplying a 3 vector by its transpose results in a 3x3 matrix. Hooker 6 begins with the equations of motion for each body, including the constraint torques at each joint. A solvable system of equations is obtained by first summing all the body equations to form one equation, which elimates these constraint torques. Second, we sum the body equations for each hinge outward, resulting in n − 1 equations each with the constraint torque of the innermost hinge.
The equations of motion for a single body λ with connective joints J λ in the set of connected bodies S are
where D are augmented hinge vectors or barycenters, Φ are augmented inertia matrices for the tree, and G is the gravitational constant. The torques transmitted through motors or gimbals are in T H , while the non-gravitational external forces and torques are in F ext λ and T ext λ . The constraint torques T C are eliminated by summing these equations over all the bodies and, for fixed λ, summing all bodies beyond a joint j. This provides a system of equations for the rates of the core body and the gimbal rates, or one vector rate equation and n scalar rate equations. The barycenters D can be understood more easily when diagrammed. For a body λ, D λ is the vector from the bodys center of mass to the new center of mass obtained by lumping all directly connected bodies at their respective joints. D λj , or D λµ if the hinge index j is replaced by the index of the connected body.
The inertia matrices Φ are defined as
The rate of any body except the core is written as
where γ is the angle of rotation about unit vector g, and ǫ kµ indicates if that g k belongs to a joint on the chain connecting body µ and 0. This definition of ω µ is substituted into the left-hand sides of the summed equations of motion, resulting in the combined equation
At this point we diverge further from Hooker's tensor formulation as we require true matrix notation, including all transformations. Each body equation is written in its own frame, requiring tranformations of ω 0 and E when the equations are summed. The inertial rate of any body in its own frame is written explicitly as
where B ij transforms a vector in the i frame to the j frame. Equation (38) is written in the core frame, so each equation and right-hand-side must also be transformed. The result is
This is the first system equation. The remainder are obtained by summing equations from each joint j outward. Then, a dot product is taken with each resulting equation and the axis of rotation g j . This leaves a scalar equation in which the constraint torque at j is eliminated since it is orthogonal to the axis of rotation. The dynamical equations can be written as a single matrix equation in the following way (for two joints):
A 00 a 01 a 02 a 10 a 11 a 12 a 20 a 21 a 22
Note that this generalized inertia matrix A is symmetric. Now we can formulate the equations for our specific case two bodies with two hinges. The sail is grouped into two bodies. The sail is considered the core body, and the gimballed boom the attached body. The vectors from the center of mass of each body to its joints are denoted by L.
First we write the angular velocity of the attached body as a combination of the two gimbal rates. The rates g k at the hinges will take the values of α and β for clarity.
We move next to the definition of the generalized inertia matrix, A, which is a combination of matrix A 00 , vectors a, and scalars a. The indices µ and λ take the values 0 and 1. However, it is important to note that there is only a single joint in this case, which consists of the two gimbals. 
Since there are only two bodies, we simplify the matrix B 10 , which transforms vectors in the 1 frame to the 0 frame, to B. B T is therefore the same as B 01 . In calculating the a, take note that ǫ i0 is always 0 by definition. In this sense, the hinges are treated as belonging to the second body. With only two bodies, the multiple sums involved in this formulation of the equations are quickly simplified. Also, ǫ α1 = ǫ β1 = 1.
a 0k = λ B λ0 µ ǫ λµ Φ λµ g k a 0α = λ ǫ α1 Φ λ1 g α = (Φ 01 + BΦ 11 )g α a 0β = λ ǫ β1 Φ λ1 g β = (Φ 01 + BΦ 11 )g β (46)
We multiply Φ 11 by B as a 0k is extracted from the full set of summed equations, where each body equation is transformed into the 0 frame. The a i0 is similar, with a B T as in this case the core rate must be transformed to the local body frame. 
The L i must also be expressed in the correct frame. l i is used to denote the vectors expressed in their respective body frames. Each Φ ij is expresssed in the i frame with a transformation matrix used for the vectors in the j frame. Angular momentum conservation is used to verify the model. The momentum is taken about the aggregate center of mass of the two bodies. In this case we take the indices of the bodies to be 1 and 2.
The total inertial angular momentum can be written as
where the inertias and angular rates are taken in the respective body frames, A transforms from the first body frame into the inertial frame, and B transforms from the second body frame to the first. The D vectors are expressed in the inertial frame. They are expressed using the body frame vectors l as
For this formulation we need to express ω 2 in the body 2 frame. 
